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There’s a Beach for Each of Us

Diane Macris, Docent Council President

Beaches! What a wonderful theme for this year’s final
issue of the Dialogue. We’ve made it through a
hurricane and a blizzard, and here we are on the cusp of
another summer. Once again, we look forward to
warm, sunny days and, hopefully, time to reflect on the
touring year behind us and the wonders of being a
docent at the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art.

theme of beaches. The beach has always been important
in my life —a place of quiet refuge to clear my head
and collect my thoughts no matter what the season, a
place to laugh and play on a sunny summer day, a place
to observe nature’s fury in the midst of a storm, and a
place to marvel at her beauty in the early morning or at
sunset.

What’s your beach? Is it the serene, almost empty
beach of Kensett’s Coast Scene with Figures (Beverly
Shore) or the crowded, pulsing Coney Island Beach of
Reginald Marsh? Is it the wind-driven surf of Church’s
Coast Scene, Mount Desert or the sheltered seclusion of
Whistler’s Coast of Brittany? Is it Winslow Homer’s
stormy Rocky Coast or Bellows’ sun-filled Pulpit Rock?
For me, I think it’s all of these. The beach has an
answer for every mood. And so, I wish each of you a
As I reflect on the touring year behind us and anticipate restful summer spent at the beach or wherever you,
the summer to come, I’m drawn again to the
individually, find peace.
The year had its highs and lows. There were the high
notes of two very special exhibitions: Medieval to
Monet
and Burst of Light: Caravaggio and His
Legacy.
Sadly, we recently lost Judy Poliner, a
treasured docent colleague and dear friend. We will all
miss her, but will remember her kindness, her warm
smile, and her love of docenting and the Wadsworth
Atheneum.

Spring Message

Charlene Shang Miller, Docent and Tour Programs Manager

Being on the beach makes me pause and slows down
the frenetic pace of daily life.
However, we are
certainly not at the beach just yet since our spring
touring season is very busy with the usual school tours,
as well as the many groups touring Burst of Light:
Caravaggio and His Legacy. The demands of being a
docent are high: to meet school curriculum standards
and the requests of teachers; to demonstrate flexibility
in engaging families, or a multi-aged audience (without
knowing who until the tour happens); to prepare for the
specific topics of college classes; or to meet the
expectations of a knowledgeable adult audience. In
fact, each and every tour requires dedicated planning
and tailoring to best serve each group. A Learning to
Look tour is never as simple as it sounds; neither is a
Museum Highlights tour. No tour is the same.
The evaluation process provides opportunity to reflect
and consider the value of our teaching and how we
affect our visitors’ museum experience. Docents more
often than not know exactly what did not go well on a
tour. They are their own harshest critics and do not
always see what was so good on their tours. After every
tour, it is always worth considering what did not go
well and why it did as well as what went well and why
it worked? Something can be learned from every
situation. Evolving as gallery educators should be
challenging and stimulating and never-ending.
Sometimes it is very difficult, and sometimes it is
deceptively easy. It is always rewarding.

Pause and reflection are also useful to us as educators
when we experience other art museums as visitors and
consider what we learn from participating in the
impressive array of docent trips. Docents often ask me
what I think about our docent-led tour experiences at
other museums. The tendency to be overly critical and
judgmental is too easy. More constructive is thinking
how our own experiences as visitors help us to be better
educators. After participating in a tour, ask yourself.
What did I think about the experience? What did I value?
What did I take away and retain? Why? What went well?
What did not? What would I do? How does my
experience as a visitor inform my job as a docent?
Docent retirements provide moments to celebrate, and in
this past year, Margaret Hoskins (class of 1992) became
Emeritus. Katie Gallagher (class of 2004) left the
program to focus on raising her young children. The
docent program attrition rate is remarkably low, and
given its very rigorous requirements, docents can and
should take immense pride in their work.
Sadly, we mourn the recent passing of Judy Poliner (class
of 1994). Her quiet dedication and enjoyment of teaching
were exemplary, and she is very much missed.
A 10 year anniversary is also a reason for reflecting, and
I wish to thank the docents again for surprising me with
the celebrations of this milestone. I look forward to our
continuing the journey together!
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In Memoriam
We mourn the passing of our dear friend and colleague
Judy Poliner.
She will be greatly missed. Our heartfelt sympathies to
her family.
May they be comforted among the mourners of Zion
and Jerusalem.

The Docents Do Day Trips
to Brooklyn and Points North
Susan Meisler
Our goal for docent day-trippers was to see a
variety of artworks in different places and
benefit from the insights of docents. In October
we visited Peabody Essex Museum, where we
toured colonial homes from three different eras
and an authentic Chinese merchant’s house. In
December, we visited the Brooklyn Museum
and enjoyed a guided tour of European
masterpieces and a special exhibit dedicated to
contemporary female artists, including Judy
Chicago’s The Dinner Party. In March, we
traveled to western Massachusetts to visit two
very different collections at the Norman
Rockwell Museum and Mass MoCA. Leta
Marks and I look forward to seeing many of
you next year as we plan several trips
including a trip to NYC in December. Trip
suggestions are always welcome! Works of art
plus stimulating company, what could be
better?!

The Docents Do Dallas
Lorraine Parsons
	
  

On the first afternoon of our whirlwind trip to
Texas’s art mecca, Dallas and Fort Worth, we
toured the city and made three private home
visits to view three private art collections.
Friday morning, we had two curator tours at the
Dallas Art Museum: a highlights tour of the
DAM’s amazing collection and a special
exhibition tour of the current Chagall
exhibition. After lunch, we walked to the
Nasher Sculpture Center for another highlights
tour and took a walk through its beautiful
outdoor sculpture garden. Saturday, we went to
Fort Worth and visited the Amon Carter
Museum of American Art, the Kimbell Museum
with its terrific collection of many
masterpieces, and the Modern Art Museum.
Home again on Sunday. Joanne Eudy and I are
already planning next year’s trip.
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At the Water’s Edge
By Sandy Voice
My life is like a stroll upon the beach,
As near the ocean’s edge as I can go.
Henry David Thoreau

In the dead of winter, all thoughts turn to summer.
Back in March, a day at a warm beach sounded
like a blessed cure for winter chilblains. For more
than two centuries, beaches have beckoned to
vibrant communities of artists and writers, lured
by the golden dunes, the bracing salt air, the snap
of sea breezes, the foaming water, and the
luminescent skies, all of which occasion frequent
visits from the Muse. A small sampling of beach
colonists includes Paul Serusier and Paul Gauguin
in Pont-Aven (although Gaugin eventually found a
better beach in Tahiti); William Merritt Chase,
Jackson Pollock, and Willem de Kooning in
Easthampton; Marsden Hartley and Hans
Hoffman in Provincetown; Piet Mondrian and
Barbara Hepworth in St. Ives; and Edvard Munch
and Hans Hyerdahl in Aasgaardstrand.
Walking through our galleries one frigid day while
trying to defrost my facial muscles, I realized we
have an awful lot of beach paintings and one
splendid sculpture. Why not spend a day at the
beach courtesy of the Wadsworth Atheneum, I
thought as I stared at Duane Hanson’s leathery
sunbather hoping somehow to share her rays.
That thought, of course, led to this issue of the
Dialogue.
Painters have created a far-reaching body of work
that speaks to the beach and all its charms. But
what is it besides the obvious that pulls them
along with Henry Thoreau to that small sliver of
sand at the ocean’s edge? I can’t say for sure,
although I do have some thoughts. Perhaps artists
and writers gazing across the water see the ocean
as a metaphor for how life runs its course —the
tension expressed by the waves as they strain to
crest and their final resolution as they curl and
crash on the shore. Perhaps it’s because beaches
are nature’s borderlands, the last place we feel
some measure of control before entering
dangerous waters.

The ocean sustains and thrills us, but as Winslow
Homer reminds us in Rocky Coast where his
fisherman stands at water’s edge facing down a
stormy sea, the ocean is also that great theater of
war where man battles nature for or survival. This
may be what makes the beach so
powerful a setting for art and literary themes,
particularly dystopian ones such as Gauguin’s
Nirvana—Portrait of Meyer de Haan, T.S. Eliot’s
dirge The Hollow Men, Nevil Shutes’ chilling
novel On the Beach about the ultimate horror of
the nuclear age, and more recently Terence
Malick’s film Tree of Life that play upon the notion
that the beach is the last place where the survivors
of a dying civilization will make contact with one
another.

Gustave Courbet
The Shore at Trouville: Sunset Effect, 1866
Gift in honor of Helene and Mark Eisner, by exchange, with additional funds provided by
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 2006.15.1

Beaches are also Valium® for the soul. They
soothe, they relax, they make you realize that "real
life" occasionally needs escaping even if it means
boardwalk splinters, sand in your toes, and a
sunburn that stings. Of course, Monet’s people
will never feel the grit and blaze of the beach,
shielded as they are by broad-brimmed hats and
yards of fabric. On a bright July noonday, they will
just feel hot but carefree as they stare out at the
same view of the of the Normandy coast that
Gustave Courbet captured in The Shore at Trouville
during a salmon-colored sunset. Glistening beneath
a slowly sinking sun, the sea continues out miles
beyond vision and imagination. We look toward
the horizon deceiving ourselves that it is within our
grasp, but it is always fleeing before us like
Gatsby’s green light,
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“…the orgiastic future that year by year recedes before
us. It eluded us then, but that's no matter — tomorrow
we will run faster, stretch out our arms farther . . . .
And one fine morning — So we beat on, boats against
the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.”
Enjoy the movie* and have a great summer. Life, my
friends, is a beach.

one of the many gifts of our great benefactor J.P.
Morgan, Jr.

*The Great Gatsby, the book, was written by F. Scott
Fitzgerald. Gatsby, the movie is directed and written
by Baz Luhrmann.

Imagine the surprise and delight of newcomers to
the museum when we visited Duane Hanson’s
Sunbather. I asked questions about different kinds
of sculpture, how this one was made, and what
social commentary Hanson is making in this piece
from his second period of work dealing with
stereotypes. Then I showed them a picture printed
from the Internet of the sleek, bikini-clad sunbather
from Hanson’s third series of sculptures showing
average people. Our next stop was Dalí’s Apparition
of Face and Fruit Dish on a Beach, where I asked
the visitors to describe what they could see in the
painting. We discussed Surrealism and pointed out
how the objects seem to morph into each other.
None of them wanted to visit this nightmare beach!

**************

It’s Almost ♫Summertime, Summertime, Sum-,
Sum-, Summertime!
By Hope Vath

As I walked through the Wadsworth one day last
spring, I was inspired to plan a summer-themed
highlights tour. Following is the tour I came up with:
Duane Hanson
The Sunbather, 1971
National Endowment
for the Arts Museum
Purchase Program
with matching funds
bequeathed by Roscoe
Nelson Gray in
memory of Rene
Gabrielle Gray and
Roscoe Nelson Dalton
Gray, 1977.7
Art © Estate of Duane
Hanson/Licensed by
VAGA, New York,
NY

After greeting our visitors and providing a brief history
of the museum, I told them we were going to the
beach. Our first stop was John F. Kensett’s Coast
Scene with Figures (Beverly Shore), where I asked
questions to direct attention to the light, composition,
figures on the beach, and their long shadows. We also
compared Kensett’s painting with the work of the
Impressionists who were painting at the same time and
anything else they could see. I filled them in on the
second generation of Hudson River School of
landscape painters called Luminists because of the
light effects they created. I then said we were going to
look for shells and led them to the Kunst und
Wunderkammer installation where we admired and
talked about the Nautilus Snail by Jeremias Ritter,

Next we stopped at Helen Frankenthaler’s Sea
Picture with Black, and discussed this abstract
stain-painting that evokes waves, sea and sky. The
group spotted what looks to be a seagull right away.

I told the group that all this fresh air at the beach
was making me hungry, so I headed for Jasper
Geeraerds’ Still Life with Lobster. I taught the group
their word for the day, pronkstilleven, and asked
them what textures they could see in the painting.
We talked about the rare objects in the composition
and discussed the celebration of riches combined
with a warning about overindulgence and the
mysterious air created by the hint of human
presence.

Reginald Marsh
Coney Island Beach, 1947
Gift of Henry E. Schnakenberg, 1955.283
© 2013 Estate of Reginald Marsh / Art Students League, New York / Artists
Rights Society (ARS), New York	
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Then it was time to head back to the beach, so we
went to the third floor to visit Reginald Marsh’s
Coney Island Beach (currently off view). I asked the
group to look for a relative of Hanson’s Sunbather
and some classically rendered human figures. They
didn’t want to visit this very crowded beach either
and were ready for a ride On the Yacht Namouna by
Julius L. Stewart, where we ended the tour. I had fun
with this tour and so did the group!
Many paintings in our collection work for a summerthemed highlights tour, depending on what’s on view.
Monet’s Beach at Trouville (it will be back) is an
obvious choice, and how about Whistler’s Coast of
Brittany and Sarah Miriam Peale’s A Slice of
Watermelon?
What works would you choose for a summer
highlights tour?
************
Thomas Cole
Mount Etna from Taormina, 1843
By Judy Barton

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Thomas Cole
	
  Mount Etna from Taormina, 1843
Purchased by Daniel Wadsworth, 1844.6

The title misleads. This is also a beach scene: See the
shore of the Bay of Naxos down the slope?
For millennia, residents, invaders, and visitors have
enjoyed this part of Sicily. Greeks built the
amphitheater in the third century B.C.E, and Romans
made extensive renovations. Thomas Cole, a tourist
himself, ascended by mule up the snow-covered
slopes of Mount Etna to the summit, 11,000 feet
above sea level. This was the great American
landscape artist’s second trip to Europe (1842).

Taormina is still a popular destination. I’ve carried an
advertising flyer with me on tours to prove the point. 	
  
Inhabitants take in stride Etna’s periodic eruption and
the ashy coating it leaves on their homes and gardens.
In the bleachers of the ruined amphitheater, Cole
drew pencil and oil sketches later used as the basis for
several views of Mount Etna (alternately spelled
Aetna like the insurance company). During Cole’s
time, oil sketching outdoors was challenging. Cole
could buy premixed paints stored in pig bladders,
which might burst and damage the finished sketches
he carried, or mix his own. This entailed carrying a
heavy grinding stone along with other supplies.
For a planned 1843 exhibit, Cole tried to borrow his
Course of Empire series (1834-36) from Mrs. Luman
Reed, widow of the New York merchant who had
commissioned it. When she refused, Cole – using the
exhibit venue, the National Academy of Design in
New York City, as his makeshift studio –completed
this substitute in five days. Its large size accounts for
the fact it was replacing the five paintings originally
slotted for this wall space. Daniel Wadsworth
acquired it in 1844 for his new museum.
Founder of the Hudson River School, Cole saw nature
as God’s triumph over civilization’s pride. According
www.thomascole.org (helpful on Cole as poet and
essayist as well as painter), Cole’s poetic description
of volcanic Etna reads in part:
By thee tormented Earth is tossed and riven;
The shuddering mountains reel; temples and towers
The works of man and man himself, his hopes
His harvests, all, a desolation made!
Cole shows fallen columns and plants overtaking the
ancient stage. The boats below and even the village at
right are mere specks in contrast with nature’s
grandeur. Lines and shapes include the snow-capped
cone of the volcano spewing a curve of smoke, arches
in the derelict walls, remnants of vertical columns,
and a diagonal coastline.
Some identify the man in the foreground as a monk,
thanks to his hoodie (aka chaperon), although it’s
shorter than the usual monk’s robe. Could he be a
herdsman? Note the animals, which appear to be
goats, and the fellow to the right who seems to hold a
staff.
The only bright colors are splashes of red and blue in
the monk’s attire as well as the shepherd who pokes 7	
  

out from the ruins further to the right. Cole captured
late afternoon light, the low sun casting elongated
shadows. Much of the scene is shaded, accounting for
the muted colors. A blue sky tinged with sunset
dominates a third of the picture; and the green hillside
suggests the fertility of the region, which encouraged
its continuous settlement.
As a comparison, you might use Cole’s Kaaterskill
Falls done in 1826, another nature scene with the
tourists’ trappings removed.
*************
Strolling By the Sea
By Leta Marks

Claude Monet
Beach at Trouville, 1870
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1948.116

Painted a year apart, two Wadsworth Atheneum works
of art tell different stories of beaches and people in
France and America. What strikes the viewer first
about Monet’s scene of The Beach at Trouville
painted in 1870 relates to the Paris lifestyle at the
time. With the advent of the railroad, Parisian
travelers escaped to the fashionable hotels in
Normandy from the bustling boulevards of the city to
seek the sun and waters of the Atlantic, but they
carried with them the comforts of city life.
What do we see provided for them at the shore? In
this painting huge hotels crowd together, wood stairs
and a boardwalk protect city shoes from sand,
parasols and hats keep sunbeams off skin, while long
dresses and top coats shield breezes as these people
stroll on the boardwalk or near the water. A few
people stray on the sand, approaching closer to the	
  

slip of calm water of the English Channel at the edge
of the canvas, but none seem to be swimming. Flags
from many nations flap in the breeze from the
beachfront hotel balconies and green bushes grow on
the terraces. Monet, his son, and wife spent their
honeymoon at this resort town, which inspired
several spontaneous paintings; one painted the same
year as ours shows the channel at high tide when
boardwalk planks are removed, allowing the water to
roll toward the stairs.
By contrast, on the other side of the ocean in Coast
Scene with Figures (Beverly Shore), Kensett painted
an idyllic American scene, emphasizing unspoiled
nature. The painting is a typical 19th century Hudson
River landscape. Unlike Monet’s painting of a
populated scene, the mood of Kensett’s panorama
seems lonely. He devotes two-thirds of this canvas to
the sky and the sea, portraying dramatically a mighty,
but gentle wave folding itself over and moving
toward an expansive beach. On the brownish white
sand close to vast rocks and trees, two hardly visible
figures sit protected from the elements in a canvas
lean-to, its color blending into the reddish cliff
towering above. Besides the small dots suggesting
people, oars resting against the rocks, and a few row
boats near the shore, two larger figures stand looking
out at the sea. The bearded man, dressed in reddishbrown coat and cap raises his arm, apparently
pointing out the opaque wave with a frothy white
crest to his woman companion. Her back is to us and
she wears a plain long skirt and blue blouse, quite
unlike the frilly French ladies at Trouville. On her
head sits a small feathered hat; she holds a red shawl
in front of her, the only primary color in the canvas.
In addition to the obvious details that contrast the
American and French beach scenes, Monet chooses

John Kensett
Coast Scene with Figures (Beverly Shore), 1869
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1942.345
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for his palette yellows, greens, and touches of blue
and red in addition to the warm sandy beach colors
and the light blue sky dotted with clouds. Kensett
limits his choice of color to earth tones of ochre,
green-blue water, and pale yellow sky. It seems early
morning with darker colors and long shadows of the
figures on the beach in contrast to the mid-day bright
colors and short shadows of Monet’s painting. As an
Impressionist artist, Monet’s bright colors dance on
his canvas with his painterly brushstrokes.
As viewers, we are invited to step along that
boardwalk to join the bustle and chatter of holiday
crowds, but we may have to dodge Monet sitting
there painting en plein air. Quite the opposite is the
case in Kensett’s beach scene which appears as
distant from us as viewers as it is to the insignificant
figures in the painting; in Kensett’s view, humans are
observers of nature, overwhelmed by the sea, sand,
and water, hearing only the waxing and waning of the
waves on the sand. Only two small sailing craft on
the horizon dare to challenge that vast ocean. Unlike
Monet’s brushstrokes, Kensett’s are barely visible.

Separated geographically but living at the same time,
Monet and other Impressionists painted scenes of
tourists reaping the benefits of the modern world.
Obviously both artists enjoyed painting the sea and
appreciated the wonders of nature whether on a quiet
New England unsettled beach or a lively populated
French resort town.
**************

	
  
Art Can be Puzzling
By Mary Ann Kouyoumjian

Summertime is the time for sitting on a beach,
listening to the waves lap the shore and working on a
crossword puzzle...enjoy!!

	
  

While the mood and emphasis differ in these two
paintings, the lines and perspective are similar. In
Monet’s scene, the lines of the boardwalk, the roofs
of the buildings, the terrace fence, and the shoreline
recede into the distance, draw us to one point, but
arrest us suddenly at the crenellated Tour Malakoff
that Monet uses as the focal point. Similarly in
Kensett’s painting, the wide beach diminishes to a
vanishing point at the left middle of the canvas joined
by the horizon line, the edge of the sea, the bottom of
the cliff, and the line of rocks falling away from the
trees. In both paintings, the horizon line is midway in
the canvas, but each one shows different skies:
Monet’s sky is light ultramarine blue in contrast to
Kensett’s rosy yellow sky with only a touch of blue.
His is quiet morning light while Monet’s is bright
afternoon.	
  	
  
	
  

Although painted a year apart, Monet and Kensett
paint in different styles. As an impressionist, Monet’s
colors and light waltz in rhythm to his brushstrokes,
enlivening his painting. By contrast, Kensett as an
exponent of Luminism uses muted tones and diffuse
light for atmosphere and quiet mood. Nostalgic for
the past, Hudson River artists like Kensett wanted
their paintings to reflect nature as pure as Eden as it
was before the corruption of cities and factories.
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A Means of Expression:
Seascapes at Aasgaardstrand and Hvitsten
Edvard Munch
By Susan Meisler

coastline where the pastel colors in the foreground
morph to mauve beyond a dark green area of 	
  
shrubbery that forms a visual barrier. The v-shaped
inlet of water dramatizes the strong coastal curve. A
tiny sailboat in the corner sails toward a setting sun
that tints the cloudy sky with shades of aqua and
lavender. Aasgaardstrand is brimming with color, but
it is distorted and strangely unnatural.

Edvard Munch
Aasgaardstrand, ca. 1904
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1974.57
© 2013 The Munch Museum / The Munch-Ellingsen Group / Artists Rights
Society (ARS), NY

The haunting Norwegian coastlines painted by
Edvard Munch contrast starkly with the sunshine and
sparkling seas captured by Courbet and Monet. For
this Expressionist painter, “Nature is not only all that
is visible to the eye…it also includes the inner
pictures of the soul.” Munch’s painful life marked by
personal tragedies, the premature deaths of his mother
and sister, and the depression of both father and son,
is reflected most powerfully in his figurative works.
(With its notorious, anguished expression on a
distorted face, The Scream radiates blood-colored
waves.) But his landscapes painted 10 years later—
Aasgaardstrand (ca.1904) and Winter Landscape at
Hvitsten (ca. 1918)—also elicit strong reactions.
These two different seasonal compositions share a
strong curved coastline, a landmass that dominates
two-thirds of the canvas, and unnatural colors.
Aasgaardstrand is a fishing village 70 miles south of
Oslo, where Munch bought a cottage called “The
House of Fortune.” The cottage is depicted in this
painting by an assortment of burnt orange geometric
shapes. Here, during a relatively calm period in his
life, he could entertain and spend time painting
outdoors. The soft almost impressionistic pinks and
loosely painted blue rocks suggest springtime. The
viewer enters the painting along a turquoise-rimmed	
  

Edvard Munch
Winter Landscape at Hvitsten, ca. 1918
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1970.121
© 2013 The Munch Museum / The Munch-Ellingsen Group / Artists Rights
Society (ARS), NY

The wintry scene in Hvitsten was painted following
Munch’s treatment at a clinic for a “nerve crisis”
following a failed love affair. How does he project
his sense of isolation onto the canvas? Munch tells us
that he “… followed the impressions my eye took in
at heightened moments. I painted only memories,
adding nothing, no details that I did not see.” In this
abstract scene, the high horizon line and the dark
patches of earth in cool shades of blue, gray, and
green are surrounded by thickly painted snow.
Underneath a thin band of pink clouds, white
rectangular brushstrokes in the sky may suggest an
approaching storm. The purple and blue of the water
intrude more deeply into the coastline changing the
equation between land and water. There is no path to
provide perspective and no apparent destination in
sight. Winter Landscape at Hvitsten evokes a barren
image of the cold northern latitudes, and there is no
sign of human life. How would you describe his
sense of space and use of color compared with
Aasgaardstrand.
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Munch’s two landscapes of the mind can be
interpreted as both disturbing and strangely
appealing. Do you agree with the artist’s statement:
“For as long as I can remember, I have suffered a
deep feeling of anxiety which I have tried to express
in my art.”? Do you sense that in his art?
Edvard Munch (1863-1944) was a pivotal figure in
the development of modern art. European painters
and intellectuals shaped his mature style. He studied
in Paris where he became familiar with the work of
Manet. From the works of Van Gogh and Gauguin, he
assimilated simplified shapes and strong colors to
symbolize emotion. Traveling to Berlin, he associated
with a circle of writers and artists unsettled by the
rapid pace of social and economic changes. Munch
became known for his psychological realism, the
ability to visually project inner turmoil. He is
regarded as the “Father of Expressionism.”
**************

James Abbott McNeill Whistler
Coast of Brittany (Alone with the Tide), 1861
By Carol Urick

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
James Abbott McNeill Whistler
Coast of Brittany (Alone with the Tide), 1861
	
  In Memory of William Arnold Healy, Given by his daughter, Susie Healy Camp,
1925.393
	
  
Many visitors associate Whistler with the infamous
Whistler’s Mother image so it can be great fun to
share this particular work.
We see a coastline with a young girl. The girl seems
to be asleep, perhaps after a long day’s work? Or has

she been out strolling along the beach and stopped for
a nap?
Is she sleeping or just resting? Does her
position seem comfortable or awkward? Is she a
peasant? Do we see any clues as to who she might be?
Her costume would indicate that she is a typical
Brittany peasant. It is interesting to see her footprints
in the sand, and it might appear as if she has just left
us, the viewers, to take her leave and rest. She appears
to be all alone, almost isolated. The solitude on the
beach seems to echo the figure’s isolation. Is the artist
suggesting the isolation of the region itself? Brittany
was said to be the poorest, most primitive and most
mystically Catholic of the French provinces, and it
seemed isolated from the culture of France. We see
that reflected here.
Whistler gives us a very rocky beach. The deceptively
simple design is in fact a balancing act of differing
shapes, particularly all the different shapes of the
rocks, and the beautiful sand which stabilizes the blue
sea and blue-and-white sky in the distance. The rock
masses appear to be sinking in the sand from their
weight and they are covered in wild weeds. How does
his handling of the paint help us to sense the strength
and solidity of the rock masses? The sea and sky are
rendered in a very vibrant palette and provide
wonderful contrast to the rock-covered sandy beach.
The thick impasto and bold handling of paint in this
work causes viewers to feel as if they can hear the
ocean crashing against the rocks and smell the salt in
the air.	
  	
  
	
  

Although born in Massachusetts, Whistler spent his
youth moving from the U.S to Russia, to England, and
then to Europe. He arrived in Paris in 1855 at the
height of the reaction against classicism and
romanticism typified by the realistic art of Courbet and
Manet. He was influenced by their low-keyed tones,
free handling of paint, and choice of everyday subject
matter. Whistler spent about three months on the coast
of Brittany in the fall of 1861. Here we see the effect
of his friendship with Courbet as he paints in fresh air
and with a thick impasto. It is said by George du
Maurier in 1862 that Whistler’s own comments about
the painting were, “The sand was not laid on with a
palette knife. And there is not one part of the picture
with which he (Whistler) is not thoroughly satisfied
and its open air freshness that nothing can stand
against.” Whistler did not wish to exhibit this painting
until it was properly framed. He always tried to control
every detail .
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Is Mount Desert Really About the Civil War?
Frederick Church
Coast Scene, Mount Desert, 1863	
  
By Sandy Voice

Red sky at night, sailor’s delight.
Red sky at morning, sailors take warning.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  Frederic Edwin Church
Coast Scene, Mount Desert, 1863 Bequest of Clara Hinton Gould, 1948.178
	
  
It’s a time-honored although thoroughly unscientific
way of forecasting coastline weather, but it sets the
stage for an alternative look at Mount Desert. Is
Frederic Church’s seascape masterwork simply a
glorious rendering of the Maine coastline or is it
actually a metaphor for the Civil War which was
going full blast in 1863 when he painted it?
For Americans in both the North and the South,
meteorological and geological metaphors had become
a common language for comprehending the violence
of the war and the uncertainty of its outcome. Herman
Melville, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Emily Dickinson,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Mark Twain, and Walt
Whitman along with the editors of Harper’s Weekly
and the Atlantic Monthly and Henry Ward Beecher
preaching from the pulpit invoked raging storms and
volcanoes erupting in fiery fits to convey the sense of
life coming loose from its moorings, of a nation
morally adrift.
America’s landscape artists seemed to pay no
attention to the course of the war despite the wealth of
photographs and drawings that documented it. They
only rarely depicted a battlefield or any sort of
military engagement. However, by 1862 the divided
nation was locked in bloody combat with no end in
sight.

Artists were not immune to the nightmares of
impending disaster and spiritual tumult that rocked
both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line. They continued
to orchestrate magnificent natural settings, but under
the paint, the terrain and the skies they chose bubbled
with the tension and turbulence of the times.
That year Frederic Church, whose sympathies lay
with the Northern cause, began a monumental work
called Cotopaxi,* which depicted a usually quiet
Ecuadorean volcano erupting, in the process spitting
sulfurous smoke into the sky and blanketing the
Andean plateau with ash. Church’s sky was so red
that it looked as if some divine hand had smeared it
with blood. There was no indication of a battlefield,
but the fiery landscape was suffused with the Civil
War. Such imagery would not have been lost on
viewers at the time.
By 1861, Church had become a national figure,
winning wide popular recognition, financial gain, and
critical acclaim for his spectacular wilderness views
of the Northeast and the more exotic South American
locales. However, once Fort Sumter was fired on,
Church packed his paints and canvases and returned
to the North to capture its coastline for the first time
in almost a decade. He may have been inspired to
return to this subject by J.M.W. Turner’s work and
that of Dusseldorf-trained Luminist Andreas
Achenbach.
In this mature work set in Maine, Church continued to
investigate light and atmosphere. Coast Scene, Mount
Desert’s compelling sense of drama and energy sets it
apart from earlier efforts such as Grand Manan
Island, Bay of Fundy, painted in 1852.

Frederic Edwin Church
Grand Manan Island, Bay of Fundy, 1852

Gallery Fund Purchase, 1898.6
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The painting is largely based on a plein-air oil sketch.
Here, viewers directly confront the sea and its sublime
power. The artist’s vantage point is the boiling surf
and rugged rocks, with the spray crashing up at the
lower right, seemingly at his feet. The effect of the
yellow sun rising and burning through the mist, an
atmospheric pink and blue sky, and pine trees on the
right horizon is spectacular. The landscape is vast.
There is a mystic quality about it, a power that seems
to diminish the need for human existence.
Bright sun notwithstanding, it’s not going to be a
brilliant morning. At left dark clouds mass to signal
an oncoming storm. Are they the same sort of clouds
that appear in the left corner of Dali’s bad dream of
another civil war? Do Church’s clouds portend a
simmering slave force about to explode? There seem
to be bloody streaks in the sky. The waves relentlessly
strike the rocks, threatening to pound them to sand.
Church had among other preoccupations a keen sense
of the destructive power of water and the cataclysmic
outcome of the Civil War, both of which come
together in this painting. Is he expressing his ultimate
fear that the Union will break and that the fires,
smoke, and blood of battle will disfigure this beautiful
land and the promise of freedom and liberty for which
it stands? The scholarship on the linkage of Mount
Desert to the war is not as clear as it is on Cotopaxi,
but there’s a good chance that Church’s audiences
made the connection and were moved to reflect on the
destiny of the nation.
*In the collection of the Detroit Institute of Arts
***************
Willem de Kooning
Montauk I
By Maria Adams

	
  

Willem de Kooning is an artist who always elicits
strong reactions from visitors. People who do not like
his painting are frequently very clear and expressive
about it. This, of course, requires some action on my
part to get the tour focused again. De Kooning was a
controversial artist both in his personal life and in his
art. Years after his death (1997), his work continues to
generate controversy. His paintings were frequently
received with criticism but ironically, they have set
record sales and been auctioned for millions of
dollars.

Willem de Kooning
Montauk I, 1969
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1973.46
© 2013 The Willem de Kooning Foundation / Artists Rights Society (ARS),
New York

He arrived in the U.S. from Holland at the beginning
of the 20th century at a time when many artists were
coming to America. These artists found themselves
strangers in their new country, and they gathered to
exchange their thoughts about their former lives and
their views of life, their ideas about their art, its
creation, and their sources of inspiration. Many of
them had lived through at least one war in Europe as
well as economic depression in America. These events
certainly changed their lives and the way they saw the
world. For them the world was in moral crisis and
without hope. One would think that they probably
shared a sense of loss and devastation, but surprisingly
they responded with a vibrant style and a creative
energy that they transferred onto the canvas. Based on
their experiences, they could hardly go on painting
flowers or lovely nature scenes. They wanted to break
with the past. They questioned how to paint and what
to paint, starting from scratch as if paint had never
existed before. They used new materials, strategies,
and processes. They harnessed color, form, and
texture to convey their artistic subjectivity. De
Kooning’s art evolved from academic paintings in the
style of 17th century Dutch still lifes and moved to
abstract paintings with work that resembled the
Surrealism of Mirό and the Cubism of Picasso.
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This work is followed by black-and-white paintings
in the style of Franz Kline. He started the “Woman”
series using fluid pastel colors. These female figures
were aggressive, grotesque, amazon-like; their
images are abstract and representational at the same
time. Finally, in the latter part of his career he turned
to large abstractions.
According to art historian Harold Rosenberg, action
painting (also referred to as gestural painting or
Abstract Expressionism) is defined by “active
brushwork and apparent spontaneity” and he added
that “these paintings should be considered in terms of
the drama of their making.” When we look at a de
Kooning painting, we can certainly see the active
brushwork, and we can sense the energy used in the
application of the paint which is dripped, dragged,
and scraped on the canvas. For de Kooning “the act
of painting is the substance of the artist; it is not an
object reproduced on the canvas, it is the essence of
the artist—his emotions, his energy, his psychology,
his philosophy.”
Considering these ideas, we can ask our visitors to
stop trying to understand what they see or if the
painting represents anything in particular such as a
beach. We can invite them to just enjoy the colors, to
experience their reactions, their emotions, or whether
they love it or hate it; the artist did not mind if his
viewers’ reactions were different from those he
intended to express. Willem de Kooning was satisfied
if his paintings awakened any emotion in us.
**************
Three Artists on One Painting
By Lillian Kezerian

As a tie-in with the “beach” motif for this Dialogue,
three docents who are also professional artists were
asked for their impressions and opinions of Sea
Picture with Black by Helen Frankenthaler.
Separately and without knowledge of what the other
two said, Cathy Doocy Drake, Joan Traverso, and
Kim Zimmermann, were recorded sitting in front of
the painting. They were asked to look at the painting
as artists, not docents. What follows is an edited
version of their comments.

Helen Frankenthaler
Sea Picture with Black, 1959
Gift of Susan Morse Hilles, 1961.7
© 2013 Estate of Helen Frankenthaler / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York

	
  
Cathy Doocy Drake
I’ve always enjoyed Abstract Expressionism because
it’s about painting. When I look at this, I think about
doing it myself, leaving things in my work like drips,
visible brushstrokes, lines. I know about
Frankenthaler’s process, using unprimed canvas, and
I’ve experimented with that, putting it on the floor,
tilted on a wall, just applying paint in various ways.
I feel a connection because it reads as if there are
clouds and other imagery I like. I can see a landscape
in this work, seeing more than its being strictly
abstract. I’ve always been inspired by landscape so it
appeals to me. I like what she’s painted and left as
marks—the hand of the artist is really visible. Those
are the parts I like best. Where it gets to be more
sploshy or muddled is not as appealing to me as are
the drawn lines.
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The painting has a limited palette—mostly one tone
of blue, black, white, and orange, but there is one
splash of Army green, which I noticed when we first
sat down—I hadn’t seen it before! Black reads back
to me as drawing—for me black is charcoal. I never
use black in painting. The title tells us that the black
is intentional and it’s in the middle. But what it is, is
hard to tell. I don’t think it’s a ‘thing.’ She also puts
her name in black. I feel sure there was forethought
about the colors she put in the sea.
I wonder how the painting would look in a different
position—perhaps horizontal. There is what could be
considered a horizon line if we tilt the painting. But
if it were horizontal, people would see it more as a
landscape and that would be limiting. It does suggest
a place for me, a time of day. It’s definitely water.
This isn’t representation, but it is the illusion of it. It
comes back to me as a suggestion—the viewer fills in
the blanks. You make it mean something to you.
Joan Traverso
My first impression of Frankenthaler’s painting is
SPLASH! I feel as if I’m jumping into the water,
splashing over rocks or whatever there may be under
it. There is so much action and it is so cool looking,
especially if you’re looking at it on a hot summer
day!
I also see what I think are creatures that are in the sea.
I think I see a platypus and the tail of a fish. There is
no doubt in my mind that I’m looking at the sea.
This will sound strange, but I also see in the black
area what looks like a rabbit sitting horizontally with
ears and feet, and it’s also diving in the water. I have
a wild imagination!
There’s also an orange nose—it appears to be in sort
of an encounter with another creature. It’s a
conglomeration of different objects and creatures that
you would see around the shore or under the water’s
surface. I can see a fish that’s taken a nose dive. I
can also see what appears to be two legs going into
the water. I think it’s a whimsical painting. I find a lot
of humor in it.
I can also imagine being under the water—perhaps
with a snorkel—and seeing the eyes of fish and other

creatures swimming around. I definitely feel that we
are under water. We’re not on the shore just looking at
waves.
She uses just a few colors, but that’s all she needs to
give us the feeling of the sea. Her blue is dominant,
but we also have the black in the center that is a bit
puzzling.
I think Frankenthaler’s process is very spontaneous.
She works fast and succeeds in giving us the constant
movement of the ocean. There is so much action—
the splashes all over and the frothing water. I don’t
paint this way, using unprimed canvas, but it is
effective for her.
A main reason why I like this painting so much is that
it was Joan White’s* favorite. She was a close friend.
*Joan White was a docent (class of 1998) who died
while she was still touring full-time.

Kim Zimmermann
I want first to say something I learned from a
fabulous professor that has stuck with me both as an
artist and docent: When an artist is finished with an
object, it no longer belongs to her—it belongs to the
viewer. When we look at a work of art, especially a
piece that is not easy to read, it is a dialogue between
us and the work of art. We need to find what it says
to us.
When I look at this as an artist, I’m really looking at
how Frankenthaler did it. We can’t escape what we
know about her—that she stained unprimed canvases
and that it is Abstract Expressionism. A lot of feeling
went into how she handled that canvas. First of all,
you notice the splashes and that definitely invokes the
idea of water both from the color and the way the
paint has hit the canvas. She takes the beautiful
shades of blue and peach and foamy white and then in
the middle we have that black shape with a small
seagull image made out of two white lines. It’s
obviously a seascape as confirmed by the title, but
what does that seagull mean: is it a masculine image
with the black contrasting with the more pastel
colors? Is it showing freedom by flying? It’s on black,
but it’s not foreboding.
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There is a dynamic column on the right and a
feminine airy splash on the left. I remember another
professor talking about the clamshell effect when you
have something large (you see it in landscapes) and
then it is enveloped on the left like a clamshell that
brings you right into the painting. I see that and then I
see the surrounding blue—both ocean and sky. I also
like all the white left on the bottom, and the churning
of the sea. There are layers of gorgeous pigment.

The turning point for me was a month-long study one
summer in France with two subjects:
French
literature and landscape painting. I lived on a farm in
Normandy and painted and read. When I came back
for my final portfolio exhibition classes, I chose to do
landscapes from memory—wanted to get away from
working from a model which I found controlling. I
decided to do night landscapes, something I couldn’t
paint from life. I had to think about how I’d do it.

This painting is full of the five senses—you can hear
the ocean, you can feel the water splashing and even
feel the colors, you can smell and taste the salt air,
and there is so much texture for touching, both actual
in her use of paint as well as perceived.

I’ve always said I’d go back to figurative subjects, but
as long as the landscapes keep appearing as I paint,
then I feel I have to paint them. When I’m outside,
I’m training myself to look at colors and shapes. I
love clouds—they’re always moving and changing. I
take notes and go back to the studio.

I’d like to know more about what was going on
Frankenthaler’s life when she did this work. Is it
about what she was feeling? Was she doing a lot of
seascapes? Where was she? Or was she missing the
ocean? To me it is very dynamic.

The Three Artists on
How They Became Artists
Though each is different in her style as an artist and
how her work has developed, all three artists—Cathy
Doocy Drake, Joan Traverso, and Kim Zimmermann
—share the experience of having been involved with
art all their lives.
Lillian Kezerian

Cathy Doocy Drake
Since I was little, drawing has been my favorite thing
to do. All of us in my family did a lot of drawing. In
high school I thought about going on to art school, but
didn’t want art to be my livelihood, didn’t want to be
an illustrator or graphic designer. I had no role model
of somebody who just painted.
At the University of New Hampshire I took studio art
classes, but my undergraduate degree is in French. I
became a flight attendant which gave me a lot of free
time for art. I lived for a while in New Haven and
knew that I needed studio space—had to do my own
work. I decided to pursue a master’s in studio art at
Wesleyan in a program that was very flexible.

I paint from memory. I may be driving to my studio
and see a color I like, and that will be the first thing
on the canvas. But from that point on it’s what’s there
that tells me where to go. I do contemporary
landscapes. They are not site specific, never any
buildings or people in them. The most exciting point
for me in my painting is when a line becomes
something else—perhaps a branch. I like to leave
drips and blank spots to let the viewer make the
mental transition. It’s also always a matter of knowing
when to stop—when the painting is still fresh. If I’ve
gone too far, I just take turpentine and a rag and wipe
it off.
Joan Traverso
My father was a painter who did landscapes and
interpretive portraits. It wasn’t his profession—he
used to sell calculators. Art was in his family—his
mother and brothers were also talented, but they never
pursued it other than making decorative objects.
My father gave me art pencils. I’d pick them up and
use them. In school I became the class artist, and this
continued into high school where I became involved
in doing scenery for class plays. But I had no
intention of going on with it as a career—figured I’d
be a secretary.
It was the nuns at high school who told my mother
that I should go to art school. My father was tickled.
I went to the Rhode Island School of Design and
studied commercial art. When I graduated, it was a
recession. Jobs were scarce and jobs in art were not
being given to women. I worked at G. Fox (the
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department store in Hartford) and ran around with
advertising proofs. Other artists drew the fashions,
and I had to show the proofs to the sales people to
make sure the images were all right.
I decided to go into teaching and went to the Hartford
Art School for education courses and art studies. I got
a master’s in art and another in art education. I then
spent 38 years in the Hartford school system, mostly
with seventh- and eighth-grade classes, which I
enjoyed very much.’
On my own I was always creating art and taking part
in shows. I started with representational subjects,
evolved into abstract, and started doing more with
color and texture. Most recently I’ve been doing a
series on doors. I’ve become picture-crazy with my
camera and notice on my travels that there are
beautiful doors everywhere. I’m still doing them.

could use a large art object. I found a welder in a
warehouse in Springfield and spent a year going up
there welding with him. I welded joint replacement
parts—cobalt, titanium, and steel. The sculpture is
heavy, about 500 pounds, and we had to have a vitrine
made for it. It was at my house, almost completed,
when the head of the Connecticut Joint Replacement
Institute at St. Francis Hospital saw it. Right away he
said, “That’s not going in an office. We want it at the
hospital.” And that’s where it is—in the Institute’s
waiting room. It shows motion—how joints can be
made to move again, and appropriately its title is
Restoring Motion, Renewing Vitality. Currently I’m
working on small pieces, mostly drawings, which I
find people like.
**************

Kim Zimmermann
I’ve been surrounded by art my whole life. My
mother is an artist but sadly was unable to pursue it.
As a teenager, she received a scholarship to go to
Chicago to study art, but her mother wouldn’t let her
do it. My interest in art and music comes from her.
After my family moved from Virginia to Hartford, I
started going to the Hartford Art School. I was a stayat-home mom but always wanted to do more with art.
I had dynamic professors and just tried everything. I
had successes and just kept on. When I was pregnant
with my third daughter, I was in a contemporary art
class and noticed that the other students stayed away
from me—afraid it might be catching!
It wasn’t until about 10 years ago that I really started
to have time for my own art. I have a studio in my
home now, but I started in a studio in Simsbury with
Betty Friedman, a well-known artist in the
Farmington Valley area.
My number-one love is drawing. I absolutely love to
draw, but my studio also has everything else in it that
I could need. I love oil pastels because I feel that I’m
drawing and painting at the same time. Painting isn’t
my passion, and I’m always surprised when my
paintings turn out well. About five years ago, I was
given the opportunity to do sculpture. My husband
(an orthopedic surgeon) had a space in his office that

If the Light is Right
By Donna Bozzuto
“I must go down to the Seas again, to the lonely sea
and sky…” and all I ask is a dawn light and a cloud or
two floating by. Ah, the beaches in summer, that
timeless, atavistic pull with the changing but constant
roll of waves that cleanse and renew. But how to
capture it in a photograph and imprint that moment
that will carry us through the winter. Like many
people with a camera, one views the world through 55
millimeter eyes, the standard lens of most cameras,
about 5 feet plus from the ground during daylight
hours when most shadows and glares are harsh and
beaches are peopled and cluttered.
To embrace
something special or different rather than the
mundane, one needs to be creative, to have a vision.
By changing the angle, the lens and or the time of
day, one can get away from triteness and look for the
unique. You can simplify and eliminate clutter. Too
much seaweed on the beach, change the angle or go
closer to the water. Try to find hidden objects and
meaning. Perhaps large rocks that seem to merge into
each other from one view will create a breathing
separation between them in another.	
  	
  
Many photographers feel that dawn is the best time
for photographing the beach with more moisture in
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the air, less wind, and the overnight waves scrubbing
the footprints away. The only problem is pulling
oneself out of bed early, but the rewards of being
there with that ever-ascending light are so
worthwhile. Sunset will do nicely too. It is worth
remembering that after the sun dips into the sea not to
put your camera away for there will be wonderful
light after that. Of course, on the East coast dawn is
more spectacular and that also goes for sunsets on the
West coast. That is, unless you are on an island where
you have the best of both worlds. Most people will
shoot into the sunset but by putting the sun behind,
you can produce lovely images of the beach also.
If you have a camera that can be taken off auto mode,
try and experiment with the shutter speed. A slow
shutter speed will show the motion of the water and a
fast shutter speed will freeze the breaking waves. The
beauty of the new digital cameras is that you can take
unlimited pictures. Shoot away with selection and
thought. Make use of the zoom lens for panoramic
views or focus in on a certain detail.
As the cultural critic Camille Paglia observed,
“modern life is a sea of images… if we are to survive
this vertigo and clutter, we need to focus.” As
docents, we teach our audiences to appreciate art by
really looking and analyzing. When we’re taking a
photograph, we should ask ourselves what our vision
is. What do we want to capture that nature has given
us. And if the light is right, it’s Go Time.
Poem, Sea Fever by John Masefield

Donna took these photos at on the beach at Martha’s
Vineyard.

**************

Art and the Sea at the Atheneum
By Eugenia Villagra
The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of
wonder forever.
Jean Jacques Cousteau
As Jean Jacques Cousteau knows very well, the sea
and all that is related to it is a subject that fascinates
everyone. As such, it makes a great subject for a tour
at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Our collection,
beginning with ancient art and ending with modern
and contemporary galleries, and everything in
between, abounds with art and objects that lovers of
the sea enjoy. Even our most recent acquisition of
video art by Bill Viola titled Ascension is a view from
underwater of a figure as it violently crashes into a
still body of water and hovers in cruciform.
Artists have been fascinated by the sea and have
made representations of it from prehistoric time. The
earliest known works, petroglyphs from 12,000
B.C.E, show reed boats on the edge of the Caspian
Sea. Ancient Egyptian art shows both men and gods
floating on the Nile in papyrus reed river barges;
pharaonic graves include detailed models of boats and
their crews for use in the afterlife. In our collection
of Ancient Egyptian art, there is a small sculpture of
an ibis made of alabaster, bronze, and glass paste that
dates from 300-30 B.C.E. The ibis, an object of
religious veneration, is a large wading bird found near
almost any area of standing or slow-flowing fresh
or brackish water.
Though a small country, Greece has the 11th longest
coastline in the world and 1,400 islands. The shoulder
of our Ancient Greek hydria, c. 520-500 B.C.E,
reflects the importance of the sea to Greek culture
with its drawing of the story of Hercules battling
Triton, a sea deity.
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Triton is represented as a merman with the upper
body of a human and the tail of a fish. Triton blew
a conch shell, his attribute, like a trumpet to calm or
raise the waves. The sound was so tremendous that
when loudly blown, the giants, who imagined it to be
the roar of a dark wild beast, flew away in terror. A
conch shell can be found in the Kunst und
Wunderkammer only two galleries away.
Ancient Roman painting, likely drawing on Greek
traditions, very often shows landscape views from the
land across a lake or bay with distant land on the
horizon. Our very small Roman fresco fragment from
the first century B.C.E zooms in on a tranquil marsh
scene of ducks and birds (an ibis?) in the reeds.
Marine subjects appeared in illustrated medieval
manuscripts on naval battles, romance, and court life,
as well as religious scenes. Scenes of small pleasure
boats on rivers were sometimes featured in calendar
miniatures from books of hours.
The fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Empire in
1453 ushered in the Age of Discovery as vitally
important European overland trade routes to the east
were severed, causing seafaring nations to rush in
search of a new route to Asia. Larger sailing ships
were designed to accommodate the goods and people
that would be traveling across the sea in pursuit of
new routes, gold, silver, spices, and eventually
colonies. As maritime trade and its corollary
industries (shipbuilding, cartography, navigation aids)
boomed, artists specialized in drawing ship portraits,
a genre of marine art still popular today. Landscape
painting gradually increased in popularity during the
Renaissance and coastal scenes appeared more often.
An example of Renaissance art with a sea theme can
be found in our European decorative art collection.
An Italian maiolica vase (c. 1560-1580) from the
Fontana workshop is covered with images of the sea
in the foreground, a detailed coastline in the middleground, and mountains receding into the background.
The classical god Neptune, ruler of the sea and god of
horses, is portrayed on the vase riding a seahorse and
holding a trident. He is accompanied by his wife
Aphrodite who serenely, with her hair flying in the
wind, is being carried off by a triton in one scene and
in another skims across the water on a shell (ancient
jet ski) drawn by Neptune’s sacred dolphins. We have
another decorative art object with a sea theme in the
exotic Kunst und Wunderkammer: a Nautilus

snail c. 1630 made with a real nautilus shell, silver gilt,
and enamel and featuring the painted silver figure of a
Moor holding a bow in one hand and reins in the other.
As naval warfare proliferated in the late 16th century,
demand for related artworks (particularly affordable
prints) rose and the market demanded that naval battle
scenes look realistic, the vessels involved be accurately
depicted, and that the same illusionistic and subtle
effects be employed in the treatment of the sea and
weather as they were in landscape painting. Mannerist
painters in Italy and the North began to paint tempests
at sea with gigantic waves and lightning-filled skies.
Still, seascapes showing a large portion of sea with no
vessels at all were very rare.
Marine painting emerged as a major genre during the
Dutch Golden Age of painting as the Dutch Republic
became a world-class banking, trading, and naval
power in the 17th century. Innovations in marine art
included a move from an artificial, elevated birds-eye
view typical of earlier marine painting to a lower,
naturalistic, human-scale viewpoint. Dutch artists
known for the minute detail of their work used ship
models to help them achieve accurate and detailed
depictions of the ships. Though marine art remained
mostly the realm of specialists, some of the century’s
greatest artists such as Rembrandt, Van Dyck, Rubens,
and Claude Lorrain explored the marine genre. French
painter Claude Joseph Vernet’s large and exceptionally
dramatic scenes of storms and shipwrecks both revived
the spirit of the Mannerist tempest and looked ahead to
Romanticism.

Claude-Joseph Vernet
The Storm, 1787
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1939.364
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The Wadsworth Atheneum’s painting by Vernet, The
Storm, 1787, is an outstanding example of his heartwrenching, lightening-lit scenes of at once aweinspiring, yet devastating, nature.
During the Romantic period, seascapes became
common for the first time as landscape painters
challenged the marine specialist’s claim to the
seacoast. For J.M.W. Turner, painting the sea was a
lifelong passion. Our mature painting by Turner, Van
Tromp’s Shallop at the Entrance of the Scheldt, c.
1832, is a composition featuring ships, sky, sea,
weather, and light in equal proportion. The painting is
remarkable for its harmonious balance and complete
lack of accurate detail with regard to the ships in the
harbor. Turner’s distinctive style of painting, which
involved the application of watercolor technique to oil
paint, created an atmospheric lightness and fluency
that raised the genre to new heights and would be
influential in both Europe and America.

Joseph Mallord William Turner
Van Tromp's Shallop at the Entrance of the Scheldt, c. 1832
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund,
Endowed by Mr. and Mrs. William Lidgerwood, 1951.233

Thirty years later the seacoast is regarded as a place
of pleasure rather than work. Beach scenes and
coastal landscapes that had earlier been littered with
shipwrecks now appear in sunny and mild weather
without the ships. In America, Hudson River School
painting was inspired by European landscape masters
like Claude Lorrain and Turner. Our 1863 painting by
Church, Coast Scene, Mount Desert is a masterwork
of the seascape genre. The scene, which
characteristically (for the Hudson River School) edits
out anything but wilderness, is positively brimming
with energy and drama. It shows the measured effects
of wind and waves as they crash into the rugged

coastline, and the spectacular effect of the light of the
rising sun as it combines with the wind-driven waves,
sea foam, mist, rocky shoreline, and clouds. By
contrast, Claude Monet’s early painting of The Beach
at Trouville, 1870, embraces the modern with its
depiction of a shoreline transformed into a holiday
resort. Monet would similarly transform landscape
painting as he attempted to capture the scene and the
effects of light en plein air with broken color and
rapid brushstrokes while the sun was still high in the
sky.
Truly devout marine art enthusiasts can stop by the
Auerbach Library to see some of the gems of the
Goodwin Marine Collection donated by Charles A.
Goodwin, President of the Wadsworth Atheneum’s
Board of Directors from 1926 to 1954 and a sailor
best known for his love of the sea and the Connecticut
River. Seven 19th century marine paintings with
evocative names like Herald of the Morning,
Sovereign of the Seas, Bark “Brazillero,” Steamer
Niagara, and Evening Venice grace the library’s
beautiful oak walls. Two full models of clipper ships,
and three additional full models stand amidst the
paintings and bookshelves as well as a half model of
the Civil War Monitor Monadnock. A large portion of
the collection (other items included books,
manuscripts, photographs, navigational instruments,
ship’s equipment, broadsides, and scrimshaw in
storage) now resides in the Connecticut River
Museum, founded in 1974, and located in Essex.
And finally, there are numerous 20th century
depictions of the sea in our collection to choose from.
Marsden Hartley’s quiet, abstract ship titled
Movement No. 8, Provincetown, 1916, was painted
“…to have that special coolness, for I weary of
emotional excitement in art, weary of episode, of
legend and of special histories, which most painters
occupy themselves with.” Reginald Marsh’s Coney
Island Beach (there will be a Coney Island exhibition
in 2015) provides a hot, loud antidote to Hartley’s
cool abstraction. Marsh found abstract art sterile. His
claustrophobic beach scene literally teems with
oversized, muscular, preening bodies. "I like to go to
Coney Island,” Marsh said, “because of the sea, the
open air, and the crowds—crowds of people in all
directions, in all positions, without clothing, moving
—like the great compositions of Rubens and
Michelangelo.” 	
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Note that neither the beach nor the sea in Marsh’s
compositions can be seen through the mass of bodies.
Helen Frankenthaler’s dynamic 1959 painting Sea
Picture with Black, though nonrepresentational,
readily brings to mind the power of the sea.
What remains to be seen is how a new generation of
artists will depict the sea 50 years from now as the
effects of global warming and prolonged
environmental degradation take their toll. For more
information on the impact of global warming on the
sea, go to http://geography.about.com/od/
geographyintern/a/globalmarine.htm. The picture this
article paints is much more frightening than anything
those Mannerist and Romantic painters could have
even imagined.

And what would a summer theme of Beaches be
without our Salvatore Dalí treasure? And who better
to honor it than our resident poet. Thank you JoAn for
this, and for all the other wonderful poetic moments
you have so graciously shared.
(The Editors)

Salvador Dalí
Apparition of a Face and Fruit Dish on a Beach, 1938
By JoAn Hagan
A masterpiece of metaphoric dislocation;
One image dissolving unstably into another;
The head, disturbingly androgynous,
Is both composed of and eroded by fragments of other
images.
An icy white fruit dish filled with ripened pears
Dissolves into a face with unruly hair and
Eyes formed by a fallen vase and head of a sleeping child.
It rests upon a tablecloth that morphs into a sandy beach.
Against this composite of the disintegrating self
Is a dog whose mouth is a road, whose collar doubles as a
viaduct,
Whose eyes transparently reveal a distant scene.
Each illusion is convincing yet tenuous, disrupted by the
incursion of the other.
Sheltering within the dog, a series of ruinous landscapes
Convey a remarkable apocalyptic message:
Not only of the specter of the civil war raging in Spain,
But also of the one soon to spread throughout the continent.
The face is of the poet Federico Garcia Lorca,
Murdered by Fascists at the outset of the Spanish War.
His yellow scarf, limp on the table, also hangs on a distant
wall.
A rope, dangling off the edge, suggests Garcia Lorca’s
martyrdom.
A gypsy woman sits at a fire beneath the towering dog,
Her image repeated in the nose and mouth and chin of the
fruit dish/face.
Garcia Lorca dedicated Gypsy Ballads to the nomads of
Andalusia,
Evoking the passion and reverie he felt for his native
homeland.

Salvador Dalí
Apparition of Face and Fruit Dish on a Beach, 1938
The Ella Gallup Sumner and Mary Catlin Sumner Collection Fund, 1939.269
© Salvador Dalí, Fundació Gala-Salvador Dalí, Artists Rights Society (ARS), New
York 2013

A miniature fruit dish—some pears now lying on the ground
Leads to disturbing figures crowded in grotesque shadow
And on to Gala’s face and Leonardo-like horsemen
Reminding us to see battles in random stains on a wall.
Salvador Dalí presents the irrational world of the
unconscious
Through the means and technique of rational pictorial
discourse.
His purpose was to photograph the nightmare.
He called his method Paranoic-critical.
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From the Editors:
Many
thanks
to
the Education Staff for their help
	
  
and support this past year. And a special thanks to
	
   Charlene for her input, comments and services in
of the Dialogue issues! Her help
	
   the publication
is critical to our efforts.
	
   we close this year’s publications, put your thinking
As
on for things you might like to see
	
   in ourcaps
Fall edition. Share your ideas with us. Look
	
   for the kick-off meeting announcement in
your education mailing.
	
  	
  
	
   Enjoy the Summer...see you in the Fall!!!

	
  
	
  
Wadsworth Atheneum
	
  
Museum of Art
	
  
Summer 2013 Exhibitions*
	
  
	
  
	
   Burst of Light: Caravaggio
and His Legacy
	
  
Through June 16
	
  
	
  
Deb Sokolow/MATRIX 166
	
  
Through June 30
	
  
	
  
Connections Gallery: Still Life
	
  
Through June 30
	
  
	
  
Bill Viola, Ascension
	
  
Through August 11
	
  
	
  
	
  
Emancipation!
	
  
Opens May 18, 2013
	
  
	
  
Virgil Marti/MATRIX 167
	
  
opens August 1, 2013
	
  
	
  
	
   *Subject to Change
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